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Steptrcn Robtnson.

THIS PAST autumn, Guitarist Stephen
Robinson performed at the Church of St.
Thomas More in New York as part of their
MOREMusic concert series. Robinson, who is
founding director of the guitar programme at
Stetson University in Florida, had already given
a recital just days earlier at the Crawford
Mansion, as part of a benefit concert supporting
his hometown of Port Chester, New York Council
for the Arts.

Relying entirely upon the superb acoustics of
the church's gothic stone interior. he performed
his own melodic .rrT€rngement of Eden Abhez'
Nahtre Boy, originally a hit from ttre 194Os sung
by Nat King Cole. Robinson and his 6-string
time machine then transported the audience
back a couple centuries for an elegant rendition
of Fernando Sor's Grand Solo, Op 14, before pro-
pelling thern dizzyingly forward to the present-
day for Roland Dyens' beautiful.Songe Caprtcorn
and Carlo Domeniconi's Kogunbaba, Op. 19.
After a brief intermission Robinson performed
Asturias (Legenda) by Albeniz, Caprtcho Arabe
by Francisco Tarrega, Sakura by Yuquirjiro
Yocoh, Feticidad by Antonio Carlos Jobim (arr.
Dyens) and finally Fuoco by Roland Dyens.
Robinson's playing can be summed up as full of
heart, grace and above all, musicality.

Among other concerts in town: Pablo Sdinz
Villegas, winner of the Stotsenburg Prize for the
inaugural Parkening International Guitar
Competition, accompanied a flamenco singer
onstage for the New York Philharmonic's produc-
tion of the De Falla opera La Vida Breue, per-
formed under the direction of Fruhbeck De
Burgos. This performance preceded his solo in
Maurice Ravel's Rhap s odte E sp agnole, presented

by the New York Philharmonic under the direc-
tion of conductor Delta David Gier. Sainz Villegas
has cleverly mastered the art of American-style
self-promotion. He is the first trendsetter to have
his website URL embroidered in gold vertically
along the canvas exterior of his guitar case, with
the same design silk-screened onto its hard shell:
www. pablosainzvillegas. com.

Carlos Barbosa-Lima returned to a packed
Weill Hall at Carnegie this year with Paraguayan
guitarist Berta Rojas, for the release of their new
CD, ALma g Coraz6n (On Music). Their concert
featured a generous sample of arrangements
from both Paraguay and Brazil, with music by
Jo6o Pernambuco, Jorge 'Lobito' Martinez,
Agustin Barrios, Alfredo Vianna'Pixinginha',
Ernesto Nazareth, Joseito Fernandez, Antonio
Carlos Jobim, Quique Sinesi, Ary Barroso and
Gentil Montada, to name just a few.

Barbosa-Lima performed more than a half-
dozen of his own arrangements both as a soloist
and in duo ivith Ms. Rojas. Arnong the pro-
gramme highlights were Ms. Rojas' delicate
sound effects on Fernandez's percussive
Guantanamera, which included running the
fleshy part of her fingers against the bass
strings to produce a gentle whisper at the close
of the piece. Barbosa-Lima's solo rendition of
the dreamily romantic Luiza was derived from
another arrangement that he had originally pro-
duced with Antonio Carlos Jobim during the
1980s. Rojas and Barbosa-Lima's pairing on
Juan Carlos Moreno Gonzalez's pensive Scherzo
sobra la Sonrusa de wt rYino u'as one of perfectly
balanced. cn'stalline elegance. Barbosa-Lima
also delighted the audience *ith his arrange-
ment of the bouncv Aquareta do Brasil written
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by Barroso. Their performance
can be simply described as musi-
cally fluid, effortless and enjoy-
able.

The first ever concert presenta-
tion for The Church of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus. located west of the
Theatre District, featured The Axis
Trio: comprised of violinist Maria
Conti, cellist Claire Bryant and
guitarist Jorge Caballero. Thev
performed music by trranqois De
Fossa,' Jorge Morel and
Caballero's arrangements of three
popular Peruvian songs. closing
with the traditional Greensleet'es.

As an aside, but something that
merits mention, I had gone to light
a votive candle for the Teras
Tornados' guitarist Doug Sahtm
and I was shocked to discor-er
that all the banks of red slass

The Axis Tno kjL

prayer votives were not authentic. but were in
fact fully electric and automated. Pop in the
correct coinage, press a button and uotla - a
small bulb lights up arrd tlickers giving the
appearance of a real candle but rvithout the
melting wax or prayerful aroma spiraling toward
the divine. It was enoug.h to make me wonder if
Satan and his minions sill start owing electric
payments to Con Edison. ^\t least some comfort
can be found in the kno$-ledqe that some tradi-
tions, like classical guitar. n'ill most likell'
remain the same.

After a bilingual introduction in Spanish and
trnglish, the concefi proq,ranme opened with De
Fossa's Trto Op. 18. ,\-o. l. Though the church
was cold inside, it did not aifect the fine quality
of the trio's playing. Caballero explained to the
audience that Morel's Rapsoclia Latina had ori$-
inally been commissioned for flute. guitar and
cello, and that on this occasi.on a rriolin would be
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to right: Maria Contl, Jorge Cabatlero and CLaire Bryant'

replacing the flute. The exchange was natural
and entirely seamless in this beautiful piece.
The three popular Peruvian songs, Fugitiua by
Erasmo Diaz, El-PaLomo Enctmorado by Filomeno
Ormeflo and Fina Estampaby Chabuca Granda'
were all arranged Jorge Caballero.

'The short answer to how these arrangements
were conceived, is that they were created by ear
using only recordings of my mother singing
these songs; except for Fina Estampa, for which
I had to use a poorer quality trersion that I dis-
covered on iTunes.' Caballero says.

'The long answer is that I preserved the orig-
inal introductions of both Diaz's Fugitlua and
Ormei.o's Enamorado and kept them intact, as

they are an integral part of the songs; for
Granda's Finc- Estampa I created an introduc-
tion. I'd also say that my objective was not
only to make the melodies and rhythms of the
songs clear, but also, in the absence of a

singer, to create a composition for violin, cello
and guitar that made coherent sense in itself.
This made the task more complex since I had
to devise a structural texture for all the differ-
ent sections, but it also made the task much
more enjoyable.'

Ever exacting about his own work, Caballero
adds, 'By contrast, the Greensleeues arrange-
ment was made three years ago, and it was of
lesser quality to my ear. I had originally thought
of it as a small set of theme and variations, like
Guardame Lcrs Vacas by Narvaez. I tried to revise
it a little before we performed it at the church,
but it could have still been better"

If this tells you anything, the audience mem-
bers were boLrbing along in their seats during
the Morel and Peruvian portions of the pro-
gramme. At the end of the concert, the trio was
treated to a unanimous standing ovation and
the salute of numerous mobile phone cameras
firing away overhead.
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